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Viewpoint
Moving Traps Offer Fast Delivery of Cold Ions
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Two separate experiments have demonstrated the fast transport of trapped ions using trapping potentials that trace out the path for the ions to follow.
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Quantum physics experiments with trapped atoms or
ions often require that the particles occupy the lowest
quantum state of the trapping potential. This presents
a challenge when the particles need to be moved to a
different location in order to perform, for example, a
quantum computation. Previous experiments succeeded
in transporting trapped ions, albeit slowly, by modifying
the trapping potential in such a way that the particles remain in the lowest energy state throughout the transport.
Two groups of researchers have now succeeded in considerably speeding up ion transport in microfabricated ion
traps. As described in separate papers in Physical Review
Letters[1, 2], the teams propelled the motion by strongly
exciting the ions for a short time before returning them
to their initial state at the end of the transport. The
demonstration of fast transport that preserves the motional state of trapped ions opens up interesting perspectives in the context of quantum information processing
with trapped ions in multiplexed ion traps.
How can a trapped particle be transported over a distance without perturbing its motional state? Let’s assume that the particle is trapped in a harmonic potential
well V (x, t) = 21 mω 2 (x − x∗ (t))2 , whose center x∗ (t) we
want to displace from location xA to location xB . An
easy solution is to transport the particle adiabatically by
making slow temporal changes to the trapping potential
so that the particle’s wave function can adjust to keep its
center always at the minimum of the potential. This approach is too slow for quantum computing applications,
as the particle’s acceleration has to stay well below x0 ω 2 ,
where x0 is the ground-state size of the particle and ω
the particle’s oscillation frequency.
There are, however, other strategies that allow for
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much faster transport if one drops the requirement of
preserving the particle’s quantum state during the whole
transport. As an extreme example of a diabatic (energytransferring) process, rapid switches in the potential well
can transport the particle within half an oscillation period. Specifically, an instantaneous displacement of the
potential well from xA to the midpoint of the line between xA and xB would give the particle enough energy
so that it can oscillate from xA to xB (like a ball rolling
from one side of a valley to another). When the particle
arrives at xB , the potential well could once again be instantaneously displaced to the endpoint xB . This second
step takes out all the potential energy given to the particle in the first step and returns the particle to its initial
state.
The above protocol is, however, impractical for two
reasons. First, if the distance L = xB − xA is much
larger than the ground-state size x0 , then a huge amount
of energy is transferred to the particle, exciting it to a
motional state with about (L/x0 )2 quanta. Under these
conditions, even minute fluctuations of the experimental
control parameter would prevent the particle from ending
up in the desired final quantum state. Second, instantaneous potential changes are not achievable. The time
required to switch the potential shape is limited by the
finite bandwidth of the experimental hardware.
The recent experiments [1, 2] from Ryan Bowler and
colleagues at NIST in Boulder, Colorado, and Andreas
Walther and colleagues at the University of Mainz, Germany, followed an intermediate strategy for realizing a
fast, diabatic quantum transport of ions. Both research
groups confined ions in microfabricated linear Paul traps,
which use a combination of static and radio-frequency
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FIG. 1: In a segmented ion trap, approximately harmonic potentials can be created at any point along the symmetry axis
of the trap by a suitable combination of voltages Vi applied
to the trap electrodes. Transport from position xA to xB is
accomplished by applying temporal voltage wave forms to the
electrodes that translate the potential without modifying its
shape. The final state of the trapped ion is the same as its
initial state with a wave function size of x0 . (APS/Christian
Roos/Carin Cain)

electric fields to create approximately harmonic potentials. The location of the potential minimum along the
trap axis can be controlled by adjusting the dc voltages
applied to different electrode segments of the trap (see
Fig. 1). The research teams realized ion transport by
programming wave form generators to vary the electrode
voltages so that the trapping potential translates from xA
to xB . The shape of the potential well does not change
during this process, but in contrast to adiabatic transport, the center of the wave function cannot follow the
fast movement of the center of the trap. This transfers
kinetic energy to the ion, which, at the end of the transport, is taken out again.
To demonstrate fast diabatic transport, the Boulder
group laser-cooled a single Be+ ion close to the ground
state of the potential, transported the ion over 370 micrometers (µm) in 8 microseconds (µs) and demonstrated
that the final quantum state was still very close to the
ground state for suitably chosen voltage wave forms [1].
The Mainz group reported similar results with a trapped
Ca+ ion transported over 280 µm in about 4 µs[2]. What
makes these numbers significant is the fact that the ions
moved within about ten oscillation periods over a distance of about 30, 000 times the spatial width of the particle’s wave function.
These experiments are not the first to report diabatic
transport without significant heating. Previous work
demonstrated the collective transport of ultracold atoms
trapped in optical tweezers [3]. The advantage of trapped
ions over atoms is that the motional quantum state of
an ion can be examined in great detail by laser pulses
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that coherently couple motional states to long-lived internal states of the ion. By a fluorescence measurement
to detect the internal state of the ion, both groups could
demonstrate that their ions gained less than an average of
0.1 motional excitations in the transport process. Moreover, both groups showed that the coherence of motional
superposition states is preserved by the transport process.
The demonstration of fast shuttling operations is exciting in view of quantum information processing with
large numbers of trapped ions arranged in a crystal lattice structure. Each ion encodes a quantum bit of information, and laser pulses couple the ion qubits and ion
motion in quantum logic gates. As it seems unlikely that
information processing can be achieved with “ion crystals” of more than a few tens of ions, strategies for going
beyond that limit envision several smaller ensembles of
ions that are either split up and recombined or linked up
by exchange of photons [4, 5]. Kielpinski et al.[4] proposed a device consisting of a trap with multiple storage
and processing zones between which ions are distributed.
This approach requires fast processes for shuttling and
splitting ion crystals into smaller units. While in previous experiments, ion transport was much slower than
quantum gate operations, in the latest experiments both
happen on comparable time scales, thus speeding up any
transport-dependent computational process. In addition,
Bowler et al.[1] demonstrate splitting of a two-ion crystal
with low motional heating in about 100 oscillation periods. What still needs to be done is to extend the work to
mixed-species ion crystals, where fast dynamic changes
to the potential can couple more easily to multiple vibrational modes.
The reported results are also good news for a project
aimed at creating nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond
by ion implantation [6]. The idea is to use rapid switching
of trapping potentials to accelerate a ground-state cooled
N+ ion out of an ion trap and then direct it with high spatial resolution into a diamond target. In this respect, the
excellent control over the motional state demonstrated
in fast transport is positive evidence for the idea that
the spatial coherence can be maintained when an ion is
ejected from a trap and focused into a piece of diamond.
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